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Abstract Nowadays, several sources produce very large amount of data for which
storage, processing and analysis becomes impractical. An approach for dealing with
these data is to summarize the observations by means of synthetic representations.
In this paper, we consider data summarized by histograms and we propose a novel
distance-based method for defining the median histogram of a set of histograms and,
in general, histogram-order statistics.
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1 Introduction
Massive datasets are continuously generated by several sources: sensor networks,
web traffic logs, financial transactions, security systems. Often, the limits in storage
capability, communication bandwidth and computational resources impose to treat
these data using suitable summaries. A typical example of such summaries is the
histogram: it is parsimonious with respect to storage requirements and it provides an
idea of the data underlying distribution. In Symbolic Data Analysis, the Histogram
Variable is a particular case of symbolic multi-valued modal variable and several
techniques (Clustering, Regression, PCA, . . . ) have been proposed [4] to analyze
histogram data.
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In this paper, we deal with data described by means of a set of histograms using a Symbolic Data Analysis (in short SDA) approach with the aim to propose
histogram-order statistics for a Histogram Variable. We, specifically, show how to
compute the median-histogram and the quartiles-histograms. Basic statistics (like
the sample mean or the standard deviation of a histogram variable) have been proposed in [4] and [5].
In general, order statistics depend on the definition of an order relationship and
this is not trivial for histograms. Considering a histogram as a particular set-valued
description, the issue is very close to the definition of an ordering among multivariate data, while considering histogram as an estimate of density function, we can
consider it like a functional data. In multivariate data analysis and in functional data
analysis, a proposal for the definition of an ordering among data is based on the concept of data depth [3], [2] which measures the degree of centrality of an observation
with respect to the whole dataset.
To tackle the ordering definition problem, using the quantile functions associated with each histogram, we propose a method based on the minimization of a `1
Wasserstein distance based criterion. It extends the properties of the classic median
and allows to identify a quantile function whose values correspond to the median
quantiles of the set of histograms, in a point-wise way.

2 Definition of the order statistics
Let Y be a continuous variable defined on a finite support S = [y; y], where y and
y are the minimum and maximum values of the domain of Y. The support S is
partitioned into a set of contiguous and non overlapping intervals (bins). Thus given
n observations of Y, a histogram H is a representation of Y consisting of a finite
number of pairs {(Ik , fk ); k = 1, . . . , K} where Ik = [yk , yk ) (with yk ≤ ȳk ), are the
K bins of the histogram and fk are the associated relative frequencies (that is, the
number of observed values contained in Ik normalized by n).
A Histogram Variable H is a symbolic multi-valued variable whose realizations are histograms [4]. Let’s {H j } j=1,...,N be a set of N realizations of H with
H j = {(I jk , f jk ); k = 1, . . . , K j }. Since it is assumed that the values are uniformly
distributed within each interval I jk = [y jk , y jk ), the cumulative distribution function
associated to each H j is:

Fj (x) =


0




k−1

∑ f jl +


 l=1
1

if x < y j1 ,
x−y jk
ȳ jk −y jk

f jk ,

if y jk ≤ x < ȳ jk ,

(1)

if x ≥ ȳ jK j .

The first order statistics for the set {H j } j=1,...,N which will be defined is the median.
Taking into account its proprieties in descriptive statistics and as shown in [1], the
Median histogram can be defined as the histogram HM minimizing an appropriate
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`1 distance between histogram data:
N

N

Z1

min ∑ dW (H j , HM ) = min ∑
HM

j=1

HM

j=1

Fj−1 (t) − FM−1 (t) dt,

(2)

0

where dW is also known as Wasserstein distance, Fj−1 and FM−1 are the inverse functions of the cumulative distribution function Fj and FM associated to H j and HM
respectively. For determining HM or the Median distribution FM , we need to consider the cumulated relative frequencies of each bin I jk that is, w jk = ∑kl=1 f jl , k =
1, . . . , K j . Thus, the set

w = w11 , ..., w1K1 , . . . , w j1 , ..., w jK j ..., wJ1 , ..., wJKJ
(3)
will consist of cumulated relative frequencies associated to all histograms H j , j =
1, . . . , N. It is evident that Fj (x) and Fj0 (x) can intersect in a point x∗ then, the value
w∗ such that w∗ = Fj (x∗ ) = Fj0 (x∗ ) will be put in w. The element of w are sorted
and only different values are kept determining the set:
w = {w1 , . . . , wl , . . . , wL } ,

(4)

where w1 = 0, wL = 1 and max1≤ j≤J K j ≤ L ≤ ∑Jj=1 K j − 1.
For each l = 1, . . . , L and for each j = 1, . . . , N the values of Fj−1 (wl ) are
known or they can be easilyn calculated if they are not yet available
so that, we
o
−1
−1
can consider the set S(wl ) = F[1]
(wl ), . . . , F[−1
(w
),
.
.
.
,
F
(w
)
,
containing
the
l
l
j]
[N]
ordered quantile values for each fixed l. The Median distribution can be defined
as the piecewise linear function joining the L medians of S(wl ) that is, the val(wl ), ∀l = 1, . . . , L if N is odds; otherwise, joins the average of values
ues F −1
[ N+1
2 ]
−1
F N (wl ) and F −1
(w ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L.
[2]
[ N2 +1] l
In [1], the authors highlight that the definition of Median histogram with an even
number of histogram is non unique. They propose of considering a function joining
(w ) and F −1
(w ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L. Instead in our
any quantile enclose between F −1
[ N2 +1] l
[ N2 ] l
proposal, we extend the definition of median used in descriptive statistics with even
number of observations.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that, according to (2), HM is the barycenter histogram for the Wasserstein distance so as the Average histogram is the barycenter
for the Mallow’s distance [5], [6].
Similarly to Median distribution, the p-th distribution in the set of the distribution
functions {Fi (t)}i=1,...,N is the piecewise linear function which joins the L values
−1
F[p]
(wl ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L that is, the values which are in the p-th position in each set
S(wl ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L. We also give the definition of the other order statistics:
• the Minimum is the histogram associated to the piecewise linear function obtained joining the values min S(wl ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L;
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• the First Quartile is the histogram associated to the piecewise linear function
(wl ), ∀l = 1, . . . , L if J is odds; otherwise, the averages
joining the L values F −1
[ N+1
4 ]
−1
−1
of F N (wl ) and F N (wl ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L;
[4]
[ 4 +1]
• the Third Quartile is the histogram associated to the piecewise linear function
i
joining the L values Fh−1
3(N+1) (wl ), ∀l = 1, . . . , L if J is odds; otherwise, the aver4

(w ) and F −1
(w ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L;
ages of F −1
[ 3N4 +1] l
[ 3N4 ] l
• the Maximum is the histogram associated to the piecewise linear function obtained joining the values max S(wl ) ∀l = 1, . . . , L.
Obviously, the distributions associated to histogram order statistics can belong or
not to the set of observed distributions {Fj } j=1,...,N . Furthermore, extending the fivenumber summaries into a five-histogram summaries it is also possible to extend the
classical definition of box and whiskers plot [7] for a set of histogram data. For
example, we can represent the order statistics of the set of histograms plotting on a
graph their cumulative distribution functions.
Future research should concentrate on the investigation of variants and improvements towards a proposal of a histogram box-plot, and especially, on the definition
of criteria for the choice of the histogram-whiskers and, consequently, a criterion to
identify potential outliers.
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